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Partner with us to invest in your regenerative future

Living Future Europe (LFE) is a non-profit association working to 
transform Europe through a regenerative built environment. 
LFE operates as a

•  Think Tank: A regenerative lab developing and promoting 
 paradigm shifting frameworks across Europe
•  Hub: Leading European Hub for regenerative ideas, 
 frameworks, people
•  Network: A ‘neural’ community of leading practitioners, 
 researchers, and visionaries

Our European partnership opportunities hold a spotlight to the 
regenerative and sustainability efforts of leading European companies 
and celebrate their leadership.

LFE PARTNERS: 

Highlight Innovation 
Showcase company visionaries and leading-edge practices

Build Relationships 
Collaborate to build new business opportunities 

Facilitate Learning 
Provide development opportunities for your employees, supply chains 
and stakeholders

Gain Recognition
Grow awareness of your sustainability efforts

Partner with Living Future Europe in 2023 and support regenerative 
transformation. In the words of Buckminster Fuller,” to make the world 
work for 100% of humanity, in the shortest possible time, through 
spontaneous cooperation without ecological offense or disadvantage 
of anyone.”

Contact to discuss: carlo.battisti@living-future.org
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OUR ACTION

LFE 2023 EVENTS

Living Future Europe provides a leading platform for best-in-class 
education for professionals, companies, and organisations in the 
European built environment, bringing together highly qualified experts 
in regenerative design and economy. 

Following the opening of the HQ in 2018 at NOI Techpark, South Tyrol, 
Italy, and the establishment of our legal entity at the end of 2019, our 
dissemination record includes 2,400 attendees distributed across an 
average of 50 events yearly that we organise or participate in with 
thanks to our incredible European network of passionate volunteers.

Here is a sneak peek of the main events we currently have planned 
for 2023, where your contribution will be key in supporting our 
organisation through your brand presence.

See next page ►
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LFE 2023 EVENTS

February 
The second edition of My Green Lab European Summit on 
Sustainability in Life Science, jointly organised with My Green Lab.

The Stephen R. Kellert Biophilic Design Award, with the first edition 

of the European Category, jointly organised with the International 

Living Future Institute (ILFI).

May 
LFE is attending LF23, the 17th annual Living Future unconference, 

ILFI’s flagship global event, focused this year on ‘Advocacy + 

Belonging’.

June
Biophilic Summit 2023, the first edition of an online event gathering 

biophilic lovers to share their knowledge and best practices, between 

architecture, art, culture, research, etc.

September
Biophilia Camp 2023, a three-day immersion in the woods of South 

Tyrol providing hands-on learning on biophilic design and Living 

Building Challenge.

... plus Declare workshops, the Carbon + Transparency webinars series 
and other regenerative events to be developed together with your 
support.
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PROJECTS, PRODUCTS, COMPANIES

There is a need, urgency, opportunity to create regenerative solutions 
that enable all life to thrive. Our vision is 

A Regenerative Europe

Our end goal is to create the conditions for radical regenerative 
transformation in the built environment, through registration of 
projects, products or firms pursuing certification under a portfolio 
of programs: Living Building Challenge, Core Green Building, Zero 
Carbon, Zero Energy certification, Living Community Challenge, Just, 
Declare, Living Product Challenge, My Green Lab Certification, 
ACT Label.
Work with us in developing a European network of Living buildings, 
products, organisations, and communities, which already enumerates 
30 exemplary building projects in 11 different countries (+50% in 2022 
on 2021), 180 Declare labelled products (+13%) and 20 Living Product 
Challenge products (+100%) manufactured in Europe.

DEVELOPING A REGENERATIVE KNOWLEDGE

Global climate, social and economic issues require an urgent paradigm 
change in the concept of sustainability, transitioning towards a 
regenerative future. The progress in addressing these global issues 
with a ‘green building’ perspective has been barely visible to date. 
A determined acceleration in implementation is now needed, 
progressing from business as usual and catalysing energies towards a 
Living Future.
The LFE Technical Advisory Group (TAG) includes selected passionate 
experts from across Europe and is working on analysing, comparing, 
and producing documents on the harmonisation between ILFI 
programs and European regulations. Embrace the opportunity to 
support our TAG’s work, with potentially participating directly in 
activities. 
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PROJECTS, PRODUCTS, COMPANIES

THE NEW EUROPEAN BAUHAUS

Beautiful. Sustainable. Together.

These are the keywords and pillars of the NEB initiative developed

by the European Union. We at LFE cannot imagine a more suitable

environment to enable our programs to thrive, and we are proud of

being active members of the NEB Community of partners. 

We are also consortium partners of one of the six EU-funded lighthouse 

demonstrator projects, within the Horizon Europe framework: 

‘Eyes Hearts Hands Urban Revolution’ (EHHUR)

Official Partner
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*Travel costs not included

(***) through academic/research partner from the LFE network

(**) LFE Masterclass, Biophilia Camp, Carbon + Transparency, Declare Europe Roadshow

Non-profit and public organizations: please contact LFE for a customised proposal. 

Host events in partnership / Speaker opportunity (*)

LFE Technical Advisory Group participation 
(no. of members)

Staff article with social media coverage

Custom Strategy Workshop

Research report on regenerative sustainability topics
(***)

Donation Recognition (website, social media & 2023 events)

Donation Recognition LFE flagship events (**)

Logo
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5,000 ¤ 10,000 ¤ 15,000 ¤ 25,000 ¤ 50,000 ¤
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If interested, contact
carlo.battisti@living-future.org

Back photo: NOI Techpark in Bolzano, Italy
headquarters of Living Future Europe

“Partner with us to invest 
in your regenerative future”

Cover photo: Google, 6 Pancras Square, London (UK)
1st Zero Carbon certified project in the world
Photo courtesy of Tim Soar


